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I See No Bars
Judy Keisling

I go to prison for three days twice a year and often one Saturday a month. I haven’t
been arrested; I’m not serving “time.” My going to prison is purely voluntary. For you
see, I participate in an interdenominational Christian ministry called Residents En-
counter Christ (REC). REC is a variation of Cursillo, modified for the prison environ-
ment and designed to share three days of Christian community with the prison resi-
dents and a monthly follow up visit to encourage and support them in their spiritual
growth.
       Prior to my involvement in REC five years ago, I would never have imagined
sharing my faith with residents of a correctional facility, much less even visiting one.
But, as we all know, God moves in mysterious ways and I see His hand in the events
that led me to this ministry. Seven years ago one of my daughters was sentenced to
18 months in a federal prison for a white collar crime. Just think about this happening
to one of your loved ones; what would be your reaction—surely sorrow, but perhaps
also shame. These thoughts and others tumbled through my head. How could this
have happened in our family? Were others judging me and my family? I wouldn’t talk
about it and at times felt like the elephant in the living room. Everyone knew, but
skirted it.
       When I visited my daughter in a mini-
mum security facility in West Virginia,
I didn’t know what to expect. Would she
be behind bars dressed in an orange jump-
suit? Not at all. Her clothing was casual;
the visiting area similar to a hotel lobby, with
comfortable tables and chairs facing a grassy
area where we could stroll and talk. Looking
around, I saw that the incarcerated women
looked and acted like women you’d see
everywhere.
       It was that visit that made me realize
that the stereotype many people have about people in prison is wrong. They are just
people like you and me who took the wrong turn. At that point, I “came out of the
closet” and began telling others my story and became an advocate for dispelling the
myth that all people in prison are bad.
       Soon after that a friend who had been involved with REC for several years asked
me if I’d think about participating. I was hesitant to agree; after all I had never shared
my faith with anyone other than my own family. Not that I was ashamed of my faith;
I just didn’t know how to go about it. But after thinking about her request, I agreed to
attend a 3-day REC as a visitor in a local men’s prison.

See Bars, continued on page 5…
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In case you haven’t noticed, 2012 is an election year. Politicians of all ilks and stripes
will be vying for our votes. Promises galore will be made; promises galore will be
broken.
       The power of an office can be used in a variety of ways. Supposedly, our elected
leaders are to be servants to the people who elected them. Unfortunately, we know
only too well that this does not always happen. The “servants” expect to be served;
offices are used in self-serving ways.
       It is not just in 21st century America where this problem occurs. Even a super-
ficial perusal of history brings forth far too many examples of despots exploiting
their people. The Hebrew and Christian scriptures provide ample testimony of
kings/rulers/high priests abusing their people for personal gain.
       There is also a long history of individuals who challenged rulers engaging in
injustice. The accounts of the prophets in the Hebrew scriptures are inspiring.
They were willing to speak out against those who were misusing the power of
whatever particular office they were occupying. Prophets are not predictors of
the future; rather they are individuals who have insight into the present. As “seers”
they are able to see what dire future consequences will lie in wait for tomorrow
because of today’s ill-advised and unjust practices.
       Jesus is identified in the Christian scriptures as having a three-fold office, in-
cluding that of being a prophet. As such, he challenged the powers of his day, be
those powers secular or religious. Beginning with his birth in a stable among God’s
poor and disenfranchised, he continued to identify with
them throughout his ministry. Eventually, it cost Jesus
his life.
       As a prophet, Jesus refused to align himself with
the entrenched powers of his time and place. “Give
to Caesar what is Caesar. Give to God what is
God’s.” (Mt 22:21) Jesus knew that he had
to stand apart from these powers in order
to call them to task.
       Now, about those impending
elections. Prophets today are as neces-
sary and important as they have been
throughout history. In our world there
are still too many individuals in office
or in power who are exploiting their
people, especially the poor. Being a
prophet today is no different than it
was at the time of Isaiah, Jeremiah and
the many others recounted in the Hebrew
scriptures. Being a prophet today is no different than it was at the time of Jesus.
The key element is still the same: prophets cannot become part of the world, cul-
ture or politics of their time and place. In our baptism we are given a share in the
three-fold office of Christ, including that of being a prophet. We are called to en-
gage in the same ministry as that of Jesus.

Leadership Notes

Prophetic
Leadership

Thomas Welk, C.PP.S.
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       Unfortunately, as U.S. Christians we are not always
willing to carry out this prophetic role. Too many re-
ligious leaders have become enmeshed in partisan poli-
tics. Engaging in self-criticism is difficult; identifying
oneself too closely with a particular political party makes
it hard, if not impossible, to engage in the prophetic role.
       Neither major political party has a total claim on
moral righteousness, particularly when it comes to life
issues. Nonetheless, one of the parties is seen by many of
today’s Catholic bishops as the party of life; the other as
the party of death. Remember Bishop Raymond Burke’s
statement in the Italian newspaper Avenire on October 1,
2002 describing Democrats as the party of death?
       Indeed, there is enough to criticize within the
Democratic Party for its policies on abortion. But un-
fortunately, there is too much counter evidence to keep
us from proclaiming the Republican Party as the party
of life. It was chilling to hear the “Texas death penalty
cheer” that went up (not once, but twice) when Gover-
nor Rick Perry defended Texas’ high execution rate in a
Republican candidates’ debate in early September 2011.
It didn’t sound very much like a “party of life.” 
       Separation of church and state is constitutionally
established in this country. Those who wrote this docu-
ment understood well the importance of this separation.
This separation must be continued. A church that be-
comes identified with the state or a particular political
party cannot carry out its prophetic role.
       This identification easily leads to what is described
in 1 Kings 22 as the false prophet. What is a false pro-
phet? A false prophet tells you what you want to hear.
The true prophet gives you the bad news. Listening to
the false prophets rather than the critical Micah cost
the king of Israel his life.
       As the election process continues to unfold, may
each of us be a fearless prophet, not afraid to speak truth
to power. Identifying oneself too closely with power puts
one in peril of becoming a false prophet. False prophets
are more prone to facilitate the building of earthly
kingdoms rather than God’s.
       Let us be about building God’s reign of justice and
peace. That is a sign of true leadership.

Fr. Tom Welk works with Harry Hynes Memorial Hospice in
Wichita, KS and also serves on the Province Leadership Team.
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pathway to healing?” Some would maintain that
there can never be healing—at least not without
inflicting pain on the perpetrator, or obtaining
monetary compensation. But that is not true.
Peter Loth is a living testimony to the fact that
God can transform and heal whatever hurt and
abuse one may have suffered. This doesn’t mean
that one forgets; but it does mean that one can
find healing.
       It was ironic or rather providential that the
song that was sung prior to Peter’s witness was

one which announced that there
is “power in the blood of

Jesus.” Perhaps we as a
Community dedi-

cated to the
Precious Blood

of Jesus have not
been as faithful

to our charism
as we ought.
Have we
lived our
charism too

safely? Is God
perhaps calling

us to a more pub-
lic proclamation of

the truth that there is
“power in the blood of

Jesus”?—power to heal, power
to forgive, power to remember in a new way,
power to speak the truth in the midst of lies,
power to restore the brokenness of humanity.
       Where is God calling us as members and
companions of the Missionaries of the Precious
Blood to enter in and announce the Good News
that healing is possible when standing at the
foot of the cross?

Fr. Mark Miller is the pastor of
Sedalia Catholic Community in Sedalia, MO.

We live in a society which seems to thrive on the belief that the
only way for one to find closure to a hurtful situation is to have
the “perpetrator” experience pain to the same degree as the
“victim” of a crime. This principle is used in terms of justifying
the death penalty. If the victim cannot impose a similar hurt on
the perpetrator, then a sum of money is determined to at least
bring some level of equality to the situation.
       Within our political, social world, especially on talk radio, it
seems that what “sells” is preaching venom and destruction of
character. It makes no difference if there is any objective
foundation for an accusation or character
description; all that matters is how loud
you can be in destroying the other—
which only invites more
undocumented analysis.
Hatred and vengeance seem
to have seized the position
of being the most appro-
priate response to a hurt.
       Suppose you were
born in a concentration
camp, endured the
tortures and rape that
occurred there, lost your
family and were beaten on
a regular basis just because
you were a Jew. Is it possible
for one like this to find healing?
Is it possible for one like this to
forgive?
       I went to a non-denominational church gathering on a
recent Sunday evening to listen to Peter Loth. Peter was born
in Poland just at the end of World War ii. But his war was just
beginning. I’m not going to go into all the details. You can read
his life and struggle in the book Peace by Piece as told by Peter
Loth. This book is a gripping memoir of his childhood, and how
60 years later God breaks in and transforms him from an angry
bitter man to one who now ministers to people who need healing
in their lives.
       As I listened to him speak and describe what was inflicted
upon him in his childhood, in his adolescence and in his adult-
hood, I asked myself the question, “how can those who have
suffered sexual abuse as children, for example, find this same

Power in the Blood
Mark Miller, C.PP.S.
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Bars, continued from page 1…
       I was assigned to sit with an experienced
REC team member and six inmates. As REC team
members, our responsibility is to get to know
them, make them feel comfortable with us, and
then, as the weekend progresses, share our faith
experiences and hear theirs. Imagine sitting at a
table for three days with perfect strangers, know-
ing that you need to connect with them, prove
yourself trustworthy (inmates inherently don’t
trust anyone), and reignite or spark their faith in
a non-judgmental way. Because I wasn’t sure that
I was up for the task, I prayed that God would
inspire my words, my actions, and my thoughts;
and God did.
       Before the end of that first weekend, all of us
at that table—and in fact in the entire room—
felt a spiritual bond unlike any other I had ever
seen or experienced. We prayed together, sang
together and shared our stories. We listened to
moving testimonies from REC team members
and residents about Christian living, the power
of prayer, and heeding the signs that God gives
us throughout our life journey and more. As it
turns out, that first REC was a life changing
experience. In other words, I was “hooked.”
       Since that time I have participated in nine
REC weekends and innumerable Saturday visits.
There is nothing more inspiring and rewarding
than to see a group of 60+ inmates who are
somewhat skeptical at the beginning about
what’s going to happen and then leaving the
weekend filled with the Holy Spirit.
       There are so many things I could tell you
about my experiences as a REC team member,
but doing so would mean that I would be writing
a book and not an article, so I’ll stick to a few
highlights.
       Breaking the ice with these men is sometimes
difficult, for as I mentioned before, they tend to
be skeptical. When I share my story about my
daughter’s incarceration, they begin to see me as
understanding and compassionate. When I tell
them that for three years prior to her arrest I had
no idea where she was, or even if she was still
alive, and that I prayed every day for her return,
they begin to believe in the power of prayer and
to understand that God’s time is not our time.

When I share with them that at one time I had left the Catholic
Church and that God called me back through the actions of a
compassionate priest, they begin to believe that God’s love is
relentless and ever faithful. When I listen to their doubts and
fears about the future and tell them I’ll pray for them (and I do),
some cry because they realize that someone really cares about
them.
       We hold a reconciliation service. Because the majority of the
residents are not Catholic, we explain that this service is a beauti-
ful time of encountering Jesus through forgiveness, mercy, and
healing. All but a very few visit one of the priests, deacons, or
ministers to confess their sins or seek counsel. The glow on their
faces after this experience has to be seen to be believed. Many say
that they feel as if a burden has been lifted from their soul.

       One of the more moving parts of REC is the Agape Prayer
Service, in which all of us—residents and team members alike—
express the love binding us together in Jesus by the washing of
feet. How humbling it is to kneel down in front of these men
and wash their feet and to see each taking their turn to wash
another’s feet.
       Another highlight of the weekend is what is called a Gift
Bombardment. During this time, each person at the table has the
opportunity to share with one another in writing something
good they have discovered about themselves or the other person.
Being somewhat of a pack rat, I have kept every copy of what has
been said about me. When I read things like “You are a woman
of deep faith and a good role model for all of us,” or “We
appreciate your time and patience and teaching,” or “Your
warmth and kindness spread around our table like wildfire,” or
“It’s awesome to see others give so much of themselves,” I am

Continued on page 19…
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A Place at the Table: Just Say the Words
David Matz, C.PP.S.

Today begins a recurring column by the Precious
Blood LGBT Ministry (LGBT is a acronym for
persons who are Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgendered).
       Warren J. Blumenfeld wrote: we are stu-
dents, teachers, janitors, guidance counselors,
day care workers, parents, social workers, medical
doctors and psychiatrist, workers at homeless
shelters and rape crisis center, spiritual leaders
and pastors. His point is that we are here, we
exist, and we play an integral part in supporting
our culture and our faith. Precious Blood LGBT
Ministry maintains that regardless of our dif-
ferences we all have a place at Christ’s table.We
create “safe spaces” where all people, inclusive of
people who are LGBT, can come together share
their stories and begin conversations about how
current secular and religious rhetoric affects all
of our lives.
       Paraphrasing an article written by Francis
DeBernardo, our ministry invites you to “say the
words.” Just say the words; practice them, “Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgendered.” You can’t
believe how powerful a message is sent when
people just say these words. In just speaking
these words we validate these persons’ realities
and the one who hears these words who is LGBT
validates their inner most being.
       A man in his late 40s shared with me re-
cently, “I was 13 years old in the 70s when a
episode of ‘Family’ traversed the issue of being
gay. When I heard the word and saw this scene,
something in the pit of my stomach was released.
In my mind the experience described myself.
I realized I wasn’t alone anymore. It wasn’t just
me. There were other people like me. In just
hearing the word I was free.” 
       Up to a decade ago it was uncommon to hear
these LGBT words spoken in culture, in our
churches, or our homes. Now they are household
words. And in a Catholic setting, in our minis-
try, even when we just “say the words” we send a
powerful message that creates the spaces where
all are welcomed to tell their stories, to heal,
reconcile and validate their existence, and to

know that their lives are a gift from God. “Only say the words
and my soul will be healed,” we say as we prepare to receive the
presence of Christ every Sunday. In “saying the words,” we begin
the journey of faith and of healing—from stereotypes and pre-
judices to welcoming and hospitality. We begin the journey from
being “objectively disordered” to created in the image of God.
We begin as a community of believers to validate the existence
of the other who has been silenced and disregarded as a brother
or sister in Christ. And it all begins by just saying the words.

       This column, “A Place at the Table,” hopes to “say these
words” and many words that will give us insight into the world-
views of LGBT people. In light of Precious Blood spirituality
which fosters inclusion and hospitality, which strives to give
voice to those whose voices are silenced, we hope to offer chal-
lenges to how we live our lives as missionaries of the Precious
Blood. Our mission statement is: Motivated by the gospel’s call to
justice and rooted in a spirituality of reconciliation, we follow Jesus’
example of inclusion by helping to assure a place at the table for our
brothers and sisters who are lesbian, gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered.
       A mother who has a gay son once challenged me with these
words: “We are Precious Blood people. In this spirituality we

See Place, continued on page 18…

“We are Precious Blood people. In this
spirituality we have made our choice.

Without spoken words of judgment, we
stand with those who are marginalized
and silenced. In standing with them, we
help them to speak their truths. That’s

what we do! This is who we are!”
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Remembering Companion Jerry Thier
Al Ebach, C.PP.S.

It was not unusual to wake up at my house to
find Jerry and George sitting at my kitchen table
waiting for me to come out of my bedroom.
Sometimes when I entered the kitchen, George
would be leaning back in his chair sound asleep
while Jerry was reading a magazine. This only
happened when the two of them were gracious
enough to allow me to have some sleep on a
Saturday morning. Most of the time, however,
there was a very boisterous discussion—mostly
on George’s part. Jerry hardly ever raised his
voice during any discussion or conversation.
He was a very sensitive and humble man.
       I am speaking of George Varelia and Jerry
Thier, my go-to guys in Park Falls, WI. When
Jerry died recently, I immediately recalled those
mornings, sharing coffee, and breakfast when
I offered—which was on most of the Saturdays
they came to see me. They did not come only to
visit, however, but also to share their time and
talent with the parish. After breakfast we would
discuss the chores for the day or for the week.
       I have never met anyone, other than my own
father, who was as gifted as Jerry Thier. He liter-
ally could do anything. Jerry had retired shortly
before I arrived as pastor at St. Anthony Parish.
He worked for many years as an electrician at the

paper mill in Park Falls. People shared that Jerry could not only
run lines for electricity to the machines, but he also had the abil-
ity to run the machines. He would speak with tremendous pride
when sharing about his time at the mill.
       Jerry was forced to retire because of his difficulty in breathing
due to a problem with his lungs as a child. People who knew him
and worked with him never would have guessed there was a birth
defect. Jerry never complained about his misfortune—in fact, he
would never have called his ailments a misfortune. It was merely
a nuisance, and he never allowed it to keep him from living his
life fully. There were times he frightened me—like when I saw
him on a high ladder working on something. He was always
available to do anything that needed to be done. He replaced
water fountains in the school, helped paint walls in remodeling
projects, and assisted Al Panke (who was a mere 85 years old)
install the base for new organ pipes. There never was a time Jerry
would admit that he could not do a project. He would try until
he accomplished the task.
       On one occasion, he and I were talking and mindlessly
watching the TV show Family Feud. I saw one of the contestants
hit a spot on a board and a light lit up for the person to answer
a question. I looked at Jerry and asked him if he could design a
board with two light bulbs which I could use for contests in re-
ligion classes. I had forgotten about the project, but three weeks
later Jerry walked in with two light bulbs attached to a board.
He informed me it took him that long to program the circuit for
one light to remain off while the other lit up if two people hit the
board simultaneously. He was so proud of it and tried to explain
the system to me. He may as well have told me how a nuclear
reactor works. That little project not only became a teaching tool
in religion classes, it also became the life of many a party.
       Jerry was many things to the parish and to the people, but to
me his most accomplished contribution and most prized aspect
of his life was his faith and his commitment to that faith. He
probably would not have considered himself to be faith-filled,
but when I sat with him in my kitchen he was always full of
questions and hungered to learn about God and the Church.
He was very faithful to his church, not only by attending Mass,
but also by sharing the faith he loved. He assisted with RCIA,
confirmation, and faith formation. He was a great inspiration—
along with his wife, Judy—to their daughter Bethany to get
involved with leading song in the liturgies at a very young age.
Through her parents’ encouragement Bethany has remained
strong in faith and has an accomplished career in music.

See Jerry, continued on page 18…

Companion Jerry Thier
June 4, 1936-December 26, 2011
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On January 23, 2012 I left Des Moines on the
6:00 A.M. flight to Chicago and flew from there
to Tokyo. Daryl flew out of Kansas City that
same morning to San Francisco and from there
also to Tokyo where we together took the even-
ing flight to Ho Chi Minh City. We arrived at
10:05 P.M. on Tuesday, January 24th, and by
that time I really didn’t know what time it was
nor for that matter, who I was! It is a very long
trip from Des Moines to Saigon.
       Even though I was dead tired upon arrival,
it was a joy to see Lac and Dien at the airport to
welcome us to Vietnam. Believe me, it was not
long after arriving at our parish lodgings that I
was where I had longed to be for hours—in bed.
       After a reasonably good night’s sleep, a
shower and a cup of coffee, Lac took us down-
town Saigon to see something of what the Viet-
namese New Year is like. I was impressed with
the beautiful and multiple flower displays and
the very large crowd of people milling around
those downtown streets. What a positive im-
pression that morning’s excursion made on me.
       My next powerful experience came the
following day when we went to the home of
Dominic Nhan Bui, C.PP.S. for lunch with his
extended family. His dear mother and the

immediate family members made us feel so
welcome and served us what seemed to be an
endless menu of good food. (I must say I know
Vietnamese food from the Vietnamese com-
munity in Des Moines, and so adjusting to that
diet was more of a delight than any kind of prob-

lem. In fact, we ate very well during our entire stay.) It happened
that the day we were with Dominic’s family for lunch coincided
with the anniversary celebration of his father’s death. I felt priv-
ileged to be asked to participate in and be part of those family
prayers.

       The next five days, January 27-31, were dedicated to the main
purpose of our visit to Vietnam, the annual formation retreat. So,
Friday morning early we went by bus from Saigon southwest to a
beach-resort area where the Oblates of Mary Immaculate operate
a nice retreat facility. However, before we arrived at the retreat
center, we stopped to make a pilgrimage to the huge statue of
Christ the King, standing impressively on a hilltop. We climbed
with a great many other pilgrims up the path to the statue, thus
beginning our retreat in a manner both spiritually and physically
invigorating. Later that same morning, once we had a chance to
unpack and clean up, we celebrated the Eucharist and the retreat
was underway!
       I do not intend to say much about the content of the retreat
other than to say Daryl spoke to the spirituality of the C.PP.S.
Brother, especially from his experience and from the writings of
St. Gaspar. I gave conferences on holiness, prayer, discipleship,
Mary, Eucharist, Reconciliation, honesty (humility), and theo-
logical hope as important foundation building blocks for devel-
opment in Precious Blood spirituality.
       Let me note here that attending this retreat along with Lac,
Dien, and Dominic were three men inquiring for membership
with us, five in initial formation, and two young women consid-
ering the Wichita A.S.C. community.
       The conferences went longer than usual due to the necessary
translation process. In regard to that I want to highly commend
Lac for his untiring dedication to translating, because without
that, communication would have been hampered a great deal.

An Experience of Hospitality and Faith
Joseph Charron, C.PP.S.

Bishop Charron with Dominic’s mother
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However, with his bilingual skill the translation was instant-
aneous and accurate. I dare to say “accurate” because during the
several dialogue sessions spread throughout the retreat I could
tell the retreatants were on target with the message, with even a
sense of important nuances.
       Added to that, the retreatants were attentive and enthu-
siastic throughout; yes, even through those most difficult mid-
afternoon sessions! I was pleased with their response to Daryl
and me from beginning to end.
       A highlight during the retreat was the daily recitation of
morning, evening, and night prayer of the divine office. Most of
it was beyond my verbal comprehension, but the chant-like flow
of the Vietnamese
language I found
calming and engaging.
I will long hear those
sounds in my ears and
with my heart as a pre-
cious memory indeed.
       We concluded the
retreat with a festive
meal following the
closing Eucharist. You could sense a certain happiness among the
retreatants because the table conversations were unusually lively.
       That evening when we got back to Saigon, we were dinner
guests at the home of one of the retreatants. Once again it was a
wonderful meal with delicious food and warm hospitality. How-
ever, the ride to that home behind Dominic on his motor scooter
was an “upclose and personal” experience of the “thrill” of Saigon
traffic, which you have to see to believe. Nonetheless, Dominic
handled it beautifully and I just hung on for dear life.
       At this point I told our Community “now I am a tourist for
a few days!” And so I was. The first day of this we moved around
Saigon and did some shopping. What a great place Vietnam is for
buying gifts at a reasonable price. I managed to fill my suitcases
even after leaving behind a few things I brought with me.
       Then the final two days of our stay Lac, Dien, and Dominic
accompanied Daryl and me on a two-day private tour of the
Mekong Delta area, southwest of Saigon. We were on two types
of motor boats and two kinds of row boats. On that first row
boat ride, the canal was packed with other boats. We bumped
one another now and again but nobody seemed to get too excited
about that.

       The scenery on this tour was fantastic. I was
more than happy to be out of the hustle and
bustle of Saigon and so much right in the middle
of nature. I just loved those two days and saw a
lot at a quite leisurely pace.
       On the last day in Vietnam I was invited by
the local pastor to celebrate the 5:00 A.M. week-
day Mass in the parish. The crowds gathered for
these early daily Masses are amazing and the par-
ticipation, especially the singing, is impressive.
No doubt, the Vietnamese Catholics are a com-
munity of deep faith.

       Hospitality is a
trademark of the
Vietnamese. We felt
this time and again
throughout our visit.
But a lasting memory
was our send-off at the
airport. So many went
out of their way to see
us off and wish us a
warm “bon voyage”
home.
       I will never forget
this trip to our newly founded Community in
Vietnam and I pray that these efforts will be
blessed and flourish. I say that sincerely, even
though as I write this shortly after my return,
I am still deep in the throes of jet lag after the
long journey home.

Bishop Joe Charron is the retired bishop of the Des Moines
Diocese and is engaged in retreat ministry.
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We are a Society of the Apostolic Life with both priest and bro-
ther members. This is what our Normative Texts say as to the
identity of our congregation and these are the vocations we pro-
mote as we continue to articulate our hopes and visions for the
future. A renewed fidelity to our history and tradition leads us to
proclaim the vitality of brotherhood and affirm its vocation in
today’s world.

       

Some of you may remember the International Symposium
on the C.PP.S. Brothers in 2006 at Carthagena. This was a
momentous occasion for our worldwide community and an
opportunity to appreciate the value of brotherhood in our
congregation. It was also a time to encourage each individual
member to promote the vocation of the Precious Blood brother
as a viable vocation and make this imperative as we read the signs
of the times.
       Inviting prospective
candidates to discern
brotherhood or priesthood
as two ministerial and
communal calls, equal in
dignity and value, is our
purpose in formation in
our Vietnam Mission.
I deeply appreciated the
invitation of Lac and Dien
to come to Vietnam to
promote the call to
brotherhood there.
I especially felt supported in this endeavor, being accompanied
by my uncle, Bishop Joe Charron, who has been a strong support
in my own vocation. I felt empowered by our province in this
mission by being sent and prayed over during two different
liturgies by Frs. Richard Colbert and Mike Goode. It was a great
responsibility to do this with Lac and Dien, with whom I had
been in formation twenty five years ago. I was so proud to see
their accomplishments and see how they put into practice the
theology and spirituality we learned. I, too, wanted to make a
contribution to the Vietnam Mission.
       I came to Vietnam to tell the story of the joy I felt in my life
as a brother in the Missionaries of the Precious Blood. I believe
this is essential in the design and implementation of vocation
promotion within all units of the Congregation, especially our
missions. Brotherhood is all about relationship and sharing this
fraternal bond of friendship we call the bond of charity that
unites us. I was there to give testimony and witness to brotherly
love and imitate Jesus as brother.

       As part of my presentation I included
prayers of petition and called on the intercession
of our deceased brothers of the province: Iggy
and his reverence for the earth, Carl and his
hospitality at mealtimes, Fritz and his outreach
to alcoholics, and Robert and his outreach to the
sick and homebound. I gave gratitude to them
and talked about how they mentored me by
example and contributed to my own vocation.
I shared my own story of working in healthcare
ministry as a chaplain the past thirteen years as
well as retreat and music ministry. I told the
story with a nuanced theology of brotherhood
and examples of ministries of brothers today.

       It surprised our candidates in formation that
brothers could hold such important professional
ministries and they were impressed by that.
Their experience of brotherhood was that of
people in service through menial tasks that did
not include implementing an education in theo-
logy and spirituality. They did not witness bro-
thers equal in dignity to that of priests. Until the
retreat, they saw the vocation as second rate or
beneath that of being a priest.

The Joy of Brotherhood
Daryl Charron, C.PP.S.
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       Our identity is a that of a Society of
Apostolic Life that blessed with both brother
and priest members. Essential to that celebration
is the recognition that our first vocation and
identity is to be a Missionary of the Precious
Blood. Within the beauty of that vocation, we
experience a vocation as brother or priest. I used
the powerful resource of St. Gaspar’s Circular
Letters—written in part directly to the brothers
of his day in a retreat setting—emphasizing
spiritual as well as practical ways his words of
wisdom still apply to us today in our present day
retreat.
       My uncle talked about living out moral
virtues in our religious life. I complemented that
with my own focus on cultivating a virtuous life
as a brother borrowing from the beautiful words
of St. Gaspar: “Overcome selfishness by charity
and negligence by justice. Learn how to unite the
active life with the life of contemplation. Always

walk in the presence of God and yearn for God. Speak to God in
daily and frequent prayer. When you are serving the Society, re-
member that you are serving God.”
       I also stressed the importance of brothers living out the cor-
poral and spiritual works of mercy and gave examples of how I
lived it in my past and present ministries. They are: feeding the
hungry, giving drink to the thirsty, clothing the naked, sheltering
the homeless, visiting the sick, ransoming the captive, burying the
dead, instructing the ignorant, counseling the doubtful, admon-
ishing the sinner, bearing wrongs patiently, forgiving offenses,
comforting the afflicted, and praying for the living and the dead.
Our candidates in formation especially took this to heart and
came to me to share how they are currently doing these things in
their ministries and that they felt affirmed by what I said. I be-
lieved then that my message had taken root. Several of them
expressed strong interest in being a chaplain and being a brother
in spite of cultural differences and understanding of this
vocation.

Br. Daryl Charron is the Province Director of Peace and Justice
and Hospitality Coordinator for Precious Blood Center.

Back row, from l to r: Fr. Lac Pham, C.PP.S.,Francis Xavier Niem, Joseph Vinh, Joseph Diep, Joseph Ky, John Dung,
Bishop Joe Charron, C.PP.S.,Vincent Hoa, Fr. Dien Truong, Martin An, Dominic Bui, C.PP.S. Front row: Maria Doan,
Br. Daryl Charron, C.PP.S., Anna Uyen, Joseph Khang, Paul Hao.
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The Gift of Family
Chris Hoyt

       If you’ve ever seen My Big Fat Greek Wedding then you
know the story. It’s one of my personal favorites. The film re-
counts the tale of a young woman from a loud, sprawling, and
overbearing Greek family. She falls in love with a dashing man.
He is (gasp!) not Greek.
       The news sends shockwaves throughout the proudly Greek
relatives. To be sure, entering a family as an outsider comes with
its set of challenges. The father-in-law quips, “There are two
kinds of people—Greeks, and everyone else who wish they was
Greek.” He claims credit on behalf of Greece for contributing
everything to modern society. And the family holds no punches
in the way they relate to each other, “You better get married
soon. You’re starting to look…old!”
       One reason for the film’s historic success is
its broad appeal. It talks family dynamics.
Who can’t relate to being the outsider to
a new family—or for that matter, a
new community, church, or job?
Who doesn’t recall having Aunt
Who-is-this-person?’s lips pressed
against their cheeks, leaving an
unsolicited lipstick memento? 
       People often ask me to
describe my experience with
the Precious Blood community.
I usually ask them if they’ve seen
My Big Fat Greek Wedding. Their eyes
widen and jaws drop—“Oh no!” I smile at
this reaction. Most people recall the themes
touching on the challenges of assimilation.
       On the contrary, I point them to the more poignant mo-
ments of the movie. Throwing open doors of hospitality in joy-
ous celebration. Gathering at the table. Speaking truth. Talking
about the hard things. Standing up for what is just. Those are the
elements that endeared an international audience to this film,
and the Precious Blood community to me.
       I find it remarkable that a young man from Arizona, with no
prior knowledge of the Precious Blood community, can feel like
he’s known Precious Blood spirituality his whole life. I find it
telling that my most common response to those asking where we
work is “In the breach.” And I find it laudable that, despite the

vast challenges facing our church, this commu-
nity steps boldly forward. It promotes the spi-
rituality proudly and embraces each life giving
change that awaits around the bend.
       We do this by living hospitality—which can
expose us to challenges and cause us to be fearful.
We address the fear by respecting the circle, shar-
ing our common values, and speaking our truths.
We grow stronger by talking about the hard
things. And we marvel at the life the process
brings: volunteers speaking the language of
Precious Blood spirituality for the first time!
A new generation of individuals compelled to

serve the poor and grow in their faith, they
have chosen the Precious Blood com-

munity for a reason. This spiri-
tuality sets us apart. It guides us

to the margins. It lifts us up
when we feel crushed by the
weight of systemic poverty,
violence, ignorance, and
injustice. It responds when
we ask, “What difference
can I possibly make?”

This family will attract
those thirsting to serve in the

breach, to take a stance, to lift
up the poor, and to embrace the

stranger. That’s what brought me to
this community. It’s what called our current

volunteers and beckons our future volunteers.
That we proceed under the banner of reconci-
liation and renewal sets us apart, but that we
move forward as a family makes us unique.
       It has been a privilege to serve this commu-
nity and the volunteer program, and I will
continue to speak of you as My Big Extended
Family.

Chris Hoyt is the Director of the Precious Blood Volunteer
Program. In March he will return to volunteer service

in Cameroon, Africa.

“We do this by living
hospitality—which can expose

us to challenges and cause us to be
fearful. We address the fear by

respecting the circle, sharing our
common values, and speaking our

truths. We grow stronger by talking
about the hard things. And we

marvel at the life the process
brings…”
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completely different environment, I will never know what their
life is like—and I’m different (believe me, they have pointed that
out for me).
       There are times that I struggle to come up with a rebound,
but somehow I always come up with the right thing to say. Some-
times just listening is all they need—to get what’s going on off
their chest. Or, for some, if they are explaining why something is
the way it is, they think they are teaching me something and they
then have this sense of value and self worth. Just being present
for these kids means that a Precious Blood spirituality of pre-

sence that has taken over my
everyday life.

Here at the center I may
be doing office work, tutoring
for GED and community col-
lege classes, teaching someone
to read, or just kickin’ in the
kitchen for a long lunch (I’m
well known for my fluffy
scrambled eggs). At times
there I sit and ask myself,
“What am I supposed to be
doing right now?” That’s
when it hits me, its not about
the amount of work I am do-
ing, its about being present
and listening to the many

stories that walk in and out of that PBMR door, listening to their
needs and responding with some action or some wise words
(shockingly, I have a few of those here and there!)
       During those times when I feel like I am doing nothing, one
of the boys comes and seeks me out just to say hey, another comes by
to tell me about his day at school, and another just comes for a
talk about anything. I have finally gained a little trust in an en-
vironment where youth feel they cannot trust anyone at all.
I have gone from being the new, skinny, white girl with blue eyes
to “Bonnie.” At this point that’s enough of an accomplishment
for me! I couldn’t be more thankful for what I am learning about
Precious Blood spirituality and myself in this time of service.
Peace.

Bonnie Kane is a Precious Blood Volunteer serving in Chicago.

The Spirituality of Presence
Bonnie Kane

It’s hard to believe that it’s been only about five
months since my volunteer time began here in
Chicago. If someone would have told me where
I would be and what I would encounter exactly a
year ago, I wouldn’t have believed them. I have
come a long way and learned so much in such a
short amount of time. Precious Blood Ministry
of Reconciliation has accepted me with open
arms and taught me more lessons than I had
planned for. There isn’t a day that goes by that
I don’t learn something
new or am not chal-
lenged with a situation
I never thought I would
be in.
       Growing up in the
small town of Kearney,
MO, going to college at
Rockhurst University in
Kansas City, MO and
finally graduating with
a degree in psychology,
you would think I would
be somewhat ready for
Chicago, right? I was
wrong; nothing could
have prepared me for Chicago. I’ve gotten lost
a few times here and there (which I actually
enjoy), I get honked at every now and then, I’ve
enjoyed a Chicago hot dog and the classic Gar-
rets Popcorn—oh, and deep dish pizza of course!
But I have also ran into gang violence, deaths,
corrupt education, lack of job opportunity for
others, racism, privilege. Believe me, I could go
on and on.
       Those are things that I may have talked
about in a sociology class or a conversation here
and there, but here I am now in the midst of it
all. I actually know youth who deal with all these
issues every day. I feel like I could talk for hours
about each issue with an example of each one.
       A lot of the time I ask myself, what am I sup-
posed to say to these kids? I have grown up in a

Bonnie is seated in the center.
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How have I come to know the Missionaries of the Precious
Blood? What have I discovered about our spirituality? Our sense
of community? How have I come to discover God and Christ in
the community of the Precious Blood? In my vocation? How
have others responded to me? How have I responded to them?
How do I feel and think about living in community? How have
I changed? Do I like these changes?
       Coming to the end of my first semester in formation, there
are a lot of questions for me to ask and sort through. Some of
these questions lead to long and intense answers. Some offer a
very short and clear response; Yes, I see myself more a part of the
Precious Blood community today, than I did when I first arrived
in Chicago. Other answers remain so vague that I’m not even
able to put words to them—and that is likely how it
should be, leaving images and ideas to ponder, praying
with for several days or weeks. And perhaps, many of
these questions should always be there, not just at the
end of a semester or the beginning of a new year, but
always hanging in our minds, ready to be seized or
called forward when the time comes.
       Through all of this variety, there is one
particular discovery I’ve experienced that
needs to be shared. The hospitality of
friendship, brotherhood and companion-
ship has been a tremendous part of my
getting to know the community. Invi-
tations to lunch, to a movie, the opera or
to visit other parishes; getting together for
a light-hearted cook out with brats, chips
and beer; going out for ice cream; getting a
cup of coffee at 5:30 in the morning—all are
unique gifts of this Precious Blood community.
       Although I enjoyed it, I did not realize just how unique of a
gift this is until Don Williams and I met two other seminarians
in philosophy class, Juancho and Parker. Juancho is in formation
with the Priests of the Sacred Heart, and Parker is with the
Capuchins. Each of them had known that other seminarians
attended St. Xavier University, but after over a year, neither had
actually met one of these other seminarians.

       At first, I was shocked. How could you go an
entire year without knowing that there were
three other seminarians in the same classroom?
Had I not spoken up, there would have been five
of us sitting within 10 feet, yet completely
oblivious to one another.
       As much as we may want to think and hope
otherwise, people do not ask. We do not invite
to join one another for a simple meal, or to
simply sit and chat in the extra time between
classes. We tend not to reach out to a stranger,
or even someone we see and don’t talk to every-
day. But the Precious Blood people do ask, do
invite, welcome and greet new people, especially
I believe, our closest sisters and brothers in
service to Christ.
       As a welcomed candidate with this commu-
nity, I witnessed this gift of hospitality and was

able to share it with others. Out of that first
encounter, when I thought Parker’s eyes were

going to burst from his head in amaze-
ment, several other seminarians
have joined from other commu-
nities—Maryknoll, Claretian,

Carmelite, and Conventional
Franciscan.

There was nothing special or
difficult that I did. I never sat down and
meditated over a goal of creating a group

with others in formation, or strategized
how to increase intercommunity relations.

I merely did what so many in our community,
members and companions, have done for me;
extending a very genuine hand of hospitality a
very short distance. Thank you for welcoming
me to our community.
Kendall Ketterlin is in formation, living at Gaspar House in

Chicago and attending St. Xavier University.

The Hospitality of Friendship
Kendall Ketterlin
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       In some ways the church today seems to be emphasizing not
our closeness to God, but our distance from God. The new
translation of the Roman Missal is the most recent example.
There is now more separation between our normal English and
the “English-Latin” we use at Mass. The message seems to be that
in ritual we cannot even speak of God with ordinary language
because it is too mundane. “God language” is seen as somehow
separate from our language.
       But the new Roman Missal is only one indication of this
movement to separate the mundane (us) from the holy (God).

The utensils used at Mass are now
required to be made out of materials
much different than what we would use
normally. No more glass, crystal, or
ceramic chalices. The vestments used at
mass are getting to be more and more
elaborate, and more and more distant
from any other clothing we use. (One
bishop recently wore a 15 foot cope with
an ermine collar at Mass.)
Referring to the mass as a meal, which is
close to our daily experience, is happening
less and less. Referring to the mass as a
sacrifice, which is farther from our daily
experience, is happening more and more.
Eucharistic adoration is being emphasized
more, while Vatican II’s teaching that we
are the body of Christ is being relegated
to the background. Diocesan pronounce-
ments in many places have become more
directive and leave less room for pastoral
choices, suggesting that the “right”
choices reside with the bishop and not
with anyone else. And last but not least,
plans for building a new church in a par-
ticular diocese were recently submitted to
diocesan leadership for approval. The
diocese had the sanctuary plan changed so
a communion rail could be more easily
added later—the ultimate symbol of

separation of the “unholy” from the “holy.”
       Of course, religious ritual by definition is different from daily
life. But the purpose of ritual is to connect our ordinary lives
with the divine, to somehow help us bridge the perceived gap

See Nearer, continued on page 18…

It would be hard to find a more traditional
Christian hymn than “Nearer My God to Thee.”
I can’t say I’ve sung it often, since it has not been
used much in the Catholic churches I’ve been
part of. But the song’s sentiment is certainly
conveyed in many of our Catholic prayers and
hymns. It speaks of the longing to decrease the
distance between us and God, often created by
sin, so we can be united to God perfectly in
God’s reign.
       This process of
drawing nearer to God
is a life-long journey.
Of course God is always
as close to us as our own
breath or heart beat. It
might be more accurate
to say that our journey is
one of recognizing and
believing that we are that
close to God. Believing
this is crucial, because if
we believe that God’s life
and love are inseparable
from our life and love, we
will be more likely to act
out of that belief. If we
believe that we are sepa-
rate and distant from
God, we are more likely
to behave in the opposite
way.
       One of the key roles
of the Church is to help
people believe Jesus’
words, “I am the vine,
you are the branches.”
The same “sap” of divine
life that flows through
Jesus flows through us.
We really can’t get any closer to God than that.
If the Church fulfills its role well, and if we
faithfully understand our union with God, then
our lives will mirror Jesus’ life when he walked
this earth.

Nearer My God to Thee
Garry Richmeier, C.PP.S.

“Using ornate gold chalices and
Latin-like language and keeping
the “mundane” things and people

separate from the “holy” things and
people may help the hierarchical
church emphasize its specialness.

But it zaps the power of the church
and its rituals to help people know
of their closeness to God. In fact it

teaches just the opposite.”
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As part of the celebration of 100 days of Peace, the Precious Blood Ministry of Reconciliation in collaboration with
the Peace and Education Coalition of Back of the Yards, partnered with an organization of professional photographers
called “Help-Portrait” to give free professional portrait photos to families and individuals in the Back of the Yards
Neighborhood of Chicago.
       The event was held on December 3rd at Richards High School’s Gym. Around 20 volunteers and more than
300 people participated in the event. It was a day of bringing families and neighbors together. Latinos,
African-American, Anglos, children, youngsters, adults, and elderly people shared a meal together and
got their pictures taken. Everyone enjoyed themselves and the company of each
other.
       It is amazing to me how much a photo can communicate and how much
it can touch the lives of people. People were amazed how good they looked in
their pictures. For many, was also the opportunity to share their personal stories:
for one couple it was their first photo in 18 years, for a single mom it was her first photo with her
baby, for others it was their first family picture. In a neighborhood where violence and hopelessness
seem to prevail, this event was a glimpse of happiness and beauty in the lives of those who participated.
       Thanks to all the volunteers and all those who made this event possible: Our Help-Portrait photographers, Devin,
Alejandra, Jim, and Bryan; Fr. Dave Kelly for making the connection with Richards High School and the Peace and
Education Coalition; Fr. Denny Kinderman and Sister Donna Liette who helped a great deal with the logistics of the
event; Bonnie Kane for helping with the preparation of the event; Kendall Kettering for the donation of Starbucks
coffee and for helping throughout the day; the Mothers for Peace group who helped distributing lunch; and the Holy
Spirit Missionary Sisters who helped us in the registration process.
       Talking with the photographers after the event, I learned they were also very much enriched and touched with the
experience of “giving pictures” instead of “taking pictures” and sharing stories with the people of Back of the Yards.
They definitively want to come back next year. We will be waiting for them with a big smile!

The New Creation
Reflections from the Precious Blood Ministry of Reconciliation

GivingPictures
Juan Acuña, C.PP.S.

Resources are scarce in our Back-of-the-Yards neighborhood.
The two local high schools do not offer driver education road
training, and in many instances, the boys I work with do not
have parents who own a car. All too often, our youth end up
buying a car and driving without a license or insurance. There’s
never a happy ending to those stories. So when someone I am
mentoring asks me to teach them how to drive so they can get a
driver’s license, I am always happy to oblige. It helps that I drive
a “beater,” a 1998 Honda Civic with 199,000 miles.
       Some say they already know how to drive. When ask how
that could be, some admit to “borrowing” a car or two “back in
the day.” Sometimes their joy rides ended in accidents, so that
news doesn’t provide me with much comfort as they get behind
the wheel for the first lesson.
       Last year, I agreed to teach a boy named Quinton. As we
were leaving the Center, another youth pulled me aside and said,

“You don’t want to drive with him. He bor-
rowed my car and hit a light pole.” Now he tells
me! So off we went, and on his first left hand
turn, he kept turning left into a parked car on
the other side of the street—with someone in it.
Quinton’s first words were “My bad.” My first
words can’t be printed here, but I can tell you
they did not provide the positive reinforcement
required from a good mentor. Fortunately, the
gentleman he hit was very understanding. He
assured us there was no damage, and waved us
on. I took the wheel, and we headed back to the
Center. Subsequent lessons did not get any bet-
ter, and we mutually agreed that I wasn’t the
right teacher for him.
       My nerves finally settled down from that

On the Right Road
Mike Donovan

Br. Juan Acuña of the Cincinnati Province
is currently studying at CTU in Chicago.
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experience, so this summer when three youth asked for driving
lessons, I agreed. Starting in empty parking lots, we soon
moved to residential streets. Next came the more busy com-
mercial streets, and finally onto Lake Shore Drive, and even
the expressways of Chicago. Unlike a driver’s education car,
my car does not have a second brake on the passenger’s side of
the car. I can tell you, however, that the carpet is well worn
where that brake would have been located.
       Proudly, all of my guys—John, Darius, and Phillip—passed
the road test. I know it’s a small thing, but our ministry pro-
vides a myriad of services, and we try to teach our youth to do
things the right way. There are no short cuts in life, and even
driving legally is a step in the right direction.

Mike Donovan is a staff member of the PBMR.
Mike Donvan (2nd from right)
with John, Darius, and Phillip.

Week One—Tuesday June 12-Friday June 15
Peacemaking Circle Training
       This four day certificate program will prepare the
participants to utilize the Peacemaking Circle method.
Peacemaking Circles are a means of ritualized commu-
nication which has its roots in the First Nations peo-
ples. The practice encourages the formation of com-
munities of hope which creates the safe and sacred
place where reconciliation becomes possible. This
session will take place at the Precious Blood Center
in Chicago and is led by David Kelly, C.PP.S. and the
experienced staff of PBMR.
Week Two—Monday June 18-Friday June 22
Reconciliation and Forgiveness
This course is an exploration of the theology and min-
istry of individual and social reconciliation in a variety
of settings today: domestic violence, the Church, im-
migration and urban issues, and post-conflict settings.
Issues treated include trauma, healing of memories,
truth telling, justice, and forgiveness.
       This course is offered by Catholic Theological
Union as part of their Summer Institute. Professor
Robert Schreiter, C.PP.S. will lead the class, which
may be taken for academic credit for an additional fee.

Week Three—Monday June 25-Thursday June 28
Integrative Seminar
       This unit of the Reconciliation Intensive will
focus on assisting the participants to integrate the
learning of the first two weeks and to explore their
vocation as peacemaker and agent of reconciliation.
Participants will be accompanied as they reflect on
ways to integrate the call to peacemaking into their
existing ministerial activity and as an expression of
their spirituality.
       The learning format for this unit will utilize the
theory and practice of Appreciative Inquiry, allowing
the participants to become familiar with this method
of organizational intervention as a tool for affecting
reconciliation. This seminar will also take place at the
Precious Blood Center in Chicago and Bill Norden-
brock, C.PP.S. will facilitate this week, with the con-
tinuing participation of Robert Schreiter, C.PP.S. and
the staff of PBMR.
For more information regarding costs and housing
options and to receive a registration packet, please
contact Bill Nordenbrock, C.PP.S.
bill.nordenbrock@gmail.com
PBMR: 773-952-6643

2012 Reconciliation Intensive
The Precious Blood Ministry of Reconciliation is offering three weeks of education and training to be a reconciling
presence in the world. It is available to members and Companions or associates of the Precious Blood communities.
While each week of the intensive can be registered for as an independent offering, we encourage you to take advantage
of the benefit of the three units which will be integrated into a cohesive educational offering.
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Jerry, continued from page 7…
       Through all his involvement in church and through his faith,
Jerry felt called to make a covenant as a Companion with the
Missionaries of the Precious Blood. He felt so honored one year
when he was given the opportunity to be part of the province
assembly in Kansas City. Meeting so many of the members and
companions seemed to have forever changed his life. He was
always a close friend, but it seemed after that assembly we truly
became brothers. He loved going to companion meetings to learn
about the Precious Blood in his life. Through Jerry’s response as a
companion, George Varelia also felt called to covenant himself
with the community—one of many people Jerry inspired by his
selfless giving.
       Jerry suffered much in his life, but it seemed that his suf-
fering, which he did in silence, taught him about being a true
servant. Even though there were few members and companions
who got to know Jerry, he always spoke of everyone like they
were his brothers and sisters. Blessings to Jerry’s family, who was
always so loving and caring to him when he was most in need!
May he now be blessed with wholeness in the Lord.

Fr. Al Ebach is pastor of
Sacred Heart-Guadalupe Parish

in Kansas City, MO.

Nearer, continued from page 15…
between us and God. This works best when we
bring our ordinary things and our ordinary selves
(e.g. bread, wine, words, actions), and in the rit-
ual we realize they/we are infused with the divine.
The ultimate example of this was humanity
being infused with the divine in the person of
Jesus Christ. 
       Using ornate gold chalices and Latin-like
language and keeping the “mundane” things and
people separate from the “holy” things and peo-
ple may help the hierarchical church emphasize
its specialness. But it zaps the power of the
church and its rituals to help people know of
their closeness to God. In fact it teaches just the
opposite.
       I am thankful that our community is fairly
down to earth in how we minister to people. In
general, we tend to join people in the ordinar-
iness of their lives. By doing so, we communicate
to them that God is present in that ordinariness,
and it is holy ground. It also helps people realize
that they can tap into that divine life within
themselves, that power of God’s love, and do
great things. As Jesus said “Amen, Amen I say to
you, whoever believes in me will do the works
that I do, and will do greater ones than these…”
(Jn. 14:12).
       We will do great things only if we believe we
can. Believing that the power of God’s life/love
flows through our veins emboldens us to attempt
and accomplish extraordinary things. If we want
to help people with this belief, we need to shape
our religious rituals, our religious teachings, and
our ministering with people accordingly.
       The nearer to God we believe we are, the
more our lives will proclaim God’s presence.

Fr. Garry Richmeier is sacramental minister at
St. James Parish in Kansas City, MO,

and also has a counseling ministry based at
St. Charles Parish in Gladstone, MO.

Place, continued from page 6…
have made our choice. Without spoken words of judgment, we
stand with those who are marginalized and silenced. In standing
with them, we help them to speak their truths. That’s what we
do! This is who we are!”
       Through conversations we will traverse the truths and the
challenges of our lives and respond to them in words and deeds
that bring forth that “beautiful order of things which the great
Son of God came to establish in His blood” (St. Gaspar). That’s
what we do. These are the words we say. We are a many and di-
verse people, each person made in God’s image. And in just
saying these words, we validate the Christ that is within “all”
of us.

Fr. David Matz lives at Sonnino Mission House in Berkeley, CA
and works full time in the Province LGBT Ministry.
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Bars, continued from page 5…
humbled again. For it is not me, Judy, they are
talking about. It is God using me to shine upon
others.
       REC ends with a Mass. Again, because most
are not Catholic, they have never attended a
Mass. Our spiritual director takes time before
and during the Mass to explain what is going on
and why. Prior to the Mass, the residents have a
break, and because Mass is the last event, it
would be easy for them to not attend. Yet, it is
rewarding that most of them do—and thank us
for sharing our faith with them. Truth be
known, I get as much—or more—out of the
weekend as they do. 
       I have been blessed with the ability to be
merciful, encouraging, and to teach. REC makes
me realize that these abilities are actually spiri-
tual gifts from God, perhaps preparing me for
my responding to God’s call to this ministry.
When I first began this ministry, I wasn’t a
Companion. I had no concept of Precious Blood
spirituality. Now that I am a Companion, I see
that through this ministry, I am living Precious
Blood spirituality. I see no prisoners, I see no
bars, I see no barbed wire fences or high walls.
I see human beings just like me who need en-
couragement, empathy, understanding, and the
knowledge that someone cares.
       Friends and relatives sometimes ask me how
I can possibly do this. I remind them that
Matthew’s Gospel tells us that we should visit
those in prison. I’ve even been told that I’m
wasting my time because “tigers can’t change
their stripes” so why waste my time trying.
To that I simply smile and say, “Through God
anything is possible.”

Judy Keisling is a member of
the Liberty Companions Group.

The Province Leadership Team is pleased to announce
Precious Blood Companion Elizabeth Huele as the
new Director of Precious Blood Center. With over
20 years of experience in facility management and
project development, including several years as Di-
rector of Facility Planning and Design at Children’s
Mercy Hospital in Kansas City, Elizabeth brings a
wealth of experience and great enthusiasm to this new
position. “Together I know we can make great achieve-
ments for the Center, for the Precious Blood commu-
nity and for the good of the greater community,”
Elizabeth said.
       As many will remember, Elizabeth was on the
committee to explore possibilities for the future of
Precious Blood Center. She interviewed many of the
members and companions to gather information and
ideas for the direction of the Center. Elizabeth and
her husband Mike are active in the Companion
movement.
       Joining Elizabeth on the staff of the Kansas City
Province and specifically Precious Blood Center will
be Brother Daryl Charron. The Leadership Team has
appointed Brother Daryl to a dual position in the
province. Daryl will work with Elizabeth as Hospi-
tality Coordinator of the Center. He will also serve as
Director of Justice and Peace for the province.
       Elizabeth, Daryl, and Fr. Richard Bayuk, vice-
provincial and presently the interim director of the
Center, will work together as a team to develop a
strategy for the direction and use of the Center.

Official Appointments
Brother Daryl Charron
Hospitality Coordinator for Precious Blood Center
Province Director of Justice and Peace
Companion Elizabeth Huele
Director of Precious Blood Center
Liberty, Missouri

New Appointments



from Latin that does not respect the natural rhythm, cadence
and syntax of the English language—thus the jarring effect it has
on many listeners, and the difficulty it poses for those speaking
it aloud.
       There is so much of it that I don’t find poetic or expressive
or even lofty, all of which are very obtainable goals with English,
and all of which can enrich the experience of public prayer. The
sentence fragments (e.g., “Through Christ our Lord”) irritate
me, and some words just aren’t in our vocabulary (e.g., ineffably,
prevenient, dewfall, oblation). Some words have connotations or
allusions that the translators seem oblivious to (“heavenly de-
lights,” referring to communion). Some parts of the translation
seem archaic, obscure, awkward, or even unintelligible; there cer-
tainly wasn’t an effort to be inclusive.
       My biggest concern, however, is one addressed by liturgist
Rita Ferrone, who wrote “Beneath the words of the new trans-
lation, one senses a drive to minimize the practical effects of
Vatican II.…[Its reforms] prized clarity and intelligibility in the
liturgy; they gave priority to the work of ecumenism and evan-
gelization; they respected the local work of bishops conferences;
they invited aggiornamento and engagement with the world.
This vital heritage is being eclipsed by another agenda. We are
seeing a wooden loyalty to the Latin text at the price of clarity
and intelligibility. We are seeing a retreat from advances already
made in ecumenism. We are seeing the proper role of local
bishops and bishops conferences increasingly taken over by the
authorities in Rome. We are seeing the liturgy reimagined as an
event taking place in some sacral space outside of our world, rather
than the beating heart of a world made new [emphasis mine].
       I hope she’s wrong.
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“Some people have a way with words.
Some people not have way.”

Steve Martin
One of my recent discoveries is a self-described
“lively language show” on public radio called 
“A Way With Words.” The two hosts (both are
knowledgeable and humorous) talk with each
other and take calls from listeners on all aspects
of the English language: spelling, punctuation,
grammar, word origins, regional dialects and
idioms, and more.
       Sometimes the discussion revolves around a
fine point of usage, for example, the difference
between further and farther. Next might be a
listener looking for a word to describe something
common, but as yet unnamed. My favorite of
these so far is woof marks (an alternate is snot
kisses), those spots that dogs leave on the inside
of car windows with their noses! Give this pro-
gram a try (available live or on podcasts). It’s
entertaining and informing at the same time.
       This brings me to the latest translation of
The Roman Missal. As someone who loves both
language and liturgy, I have a very mixed reaction
so far—mostly less than positive. I find some of
the changes to be for the better, e.g., giving cer-
tain passages in the Eucharistic Prayers more
clarity and flow than the previous edition did.
But unfortunately, this is a literal translation
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